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The purpose of this paper is to establish a convergence theorem for a second

order accurate, linear, three-level difference scheme for a class of quasilinear para-

bolic differential equations. In the interests of notational simplicity, we shall present

our result in detail only for the special semilinear partial differential equation

(U) Mtt)*,¿(aWg).

Later, we shall indicate how our convergence theorem can be extended to more

general equations than (la).

Let id = w(x, t) be a smooth solution of the differential equation in the rectangu-

lar region B = |(i,i):0|ial,0|i|r| such that

w(x,0) = 4>(x), O^igl,

(lb) w(0, t) = fat), 0 Ú t ^ T,

w(\, t) = fat), O^íá  T,

where (p, H and H sire specified functions. In addition to assuming that the coefficient

functions b and a are defined and smooth for all real w, we assume that there exist

positive constants p and n such that

(2) b(w) §(i>0   and   a(w) ê 17 > 0.

Because of (2), it follows that the differential equation (la) is uniformly parabolic,

so that vo is the only solution of the boundary value problem ( 1 ).

Before describing the three-level difference scheme for (1), we introduce some

convenient notation. If iV is a positive integer and A > 0 is defined by the relation

(N + 1)A = 1, then we put X = {sh:s = 0, 1, • • • , N + 1}. If 0 < 2k < T, then
we let J be the largest positive integer such that kJ ^ T. We assume that there are

two positive constants X_ and X+ such that all admissible A and k satisfy

(3) X_A ̂  k ^ X+A.

The standard difference operators D+ , Z)_ and D0 are defined, as follows:

hD+u(x) = u(x + A) — u(x),

hD-u(x) = u(x) — u(x — A),

2hDüu(x) = u(x 4- A) — u(x — A).

Finally, for any suitably defined function v(x), we put

ä(v(x)) = a{[v(x) + v(x - A)]/2}.
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We determine a sequence Uo ,Ui, • • ■ , u, of real valued functions defined on the

(N + 2)-element set X, as follows: For each j we put Uj(0) = fajk) and

M,-(l) = fajk). Then, on the iV-element set X (1 (0, 1),

(4a) Mo = <t>,

(4b) ui = <f> + rA (<*(*)*')',
b(<t>)

and, for 1 ^ j < J,

(4c) b(uj)(uj+i — Uj-i) = 2kD+(a(uj)D-ûj),

where

(5) tt¿  =   (Wy+i 4- My 4- W/_i)/3.

It is clear that the three-level difference equation (4c) determines uj+i uniquely

as the solution of a linear, numerically stable, tridiagonal system of equations. The

relations (4a) and (4b) provide the necessary starting values for (4c). Although we

give no details, it will become obvious that it is permissible to replace (4b) by

Ml   =  4>  + r¿r [D+(ä(<t>)D-<j>)}.
b(<t>)

For the approximation determined by (5) we have the convergence theorem.

Theorem. There is a constant A > 0, independent of h, k and u¡ such that

(6) max     | Uj(x) - w(x,jk)\ g A(h2 + k2)

for all sufficiently small A and k satisfying (3).
Previously, the weaker error estimate

(if \m

h E I Uj(sh) - w(sh,jk)\2)     á A(h2 + k2)
s=l /

was proved for certain mild (linear) generalizations of the heat equation [1], [3].

Also, in a private communication, James Gunn showed us a derivation of the error

estimate (7) for equations of the form

b(x,t) ft = -^(a(x,t,w)^j + c(x,t,w).

His proof, however, assumes, in addition to the usual parabolicity inequalities, that

dc/dw is bounded for (x, t) £ B and \w\ < -\- =° and a has continuous second and

bounded third derivatives in the same region.

Let us denote by £2/i the real linear space of all real-valued functions u(x) defined

on the discrete set X for which m(0) = u( 1 ) = 0. It is obvious that fiÄ has dimension

N. The ¿¡¡-inner product (m, v) and induced norm || m || = (u, v)112 on fi/, are defined

by
AT

(u, v) = A E u(sh)v(sh).
s-l

The Zx-norm || u ||M on Qh is given by

|| m ||„ =   max | w(sA)|.
lás<AT
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The D-inner product (u, v)D and induced D-norm || u \\D = (u, v)d 2 on Í4 are de-

fined by

JV+l

(m, v)d = h 2 D-u(sh)D_v(sh).
s=l

It is well known [2] that the foregoing norms satisfy the inequalities

(8) || m || Ú ||m|U ^ ||u||D.

For the solution w of (1) we put w¡(x) = w(x, jk). We define on Ü/, a modified

D-inner product (u, v)¡,D and induced norm || m ||y,D = (u, v)¡,B by

N+l

(u,v)j,D = A 52 ä(uj(sh))D-u(sh)D_v(sh).

It follows immediately from (2) that

(9) || t» ||y.i> à u1" || « ||„ , OgjgJ

Furthermore, if

Ai = sup
oí

sup I a'(w(x, t))\,

then from the mean value theorem and (9) we obtain the inequalities

(10) |(m, v)j,d — (u, v)j-i,n I Ú kAi || u \\D II v \\D ,

(11) ||m||2,b ú (1 + fc*i_1Ai)i| m H2_liß.

Finally, summation by parts shows that [2]

(12) (u, D+(â(ivJ)D_v)) = -(u,v)j,D

for any u, v (z ilu ■

With the aid of these preliminary results, we proceed to the proof of the con-

vergence theorem. The usual argument, based on Taylor's formula, shows that the

solution w of (1) satisfies, in X fl (0, 1), the relations:

(13a) Wq = 4>,

(13b) wi = Mi 4- n ,

and, for 1 Ú j < J,

(13c) b(iVj)(wj+i — it'i-i) = 2kD+(ä(iVj)D_Wj) + 2krj+i,

where w¡ is defined as in (5) and the local truncation errors r¡ are such that

(14) || rill« ^ A2(A2 + fc2), ISiáJ,

for a suitable constant A2. Without loss of generality, we may assume also that

(15) || tot - Mill« è A2(h2 + k2).

Obviously, the error function z¡ = w¡ — u¡ belongs to the space fi/,, and it
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follows from (4), (13) and the mean value theorem that

(16a) zo = 0,

(16b) 2i = n,

and, for 1 ^ j < J,

b(uj)(zj+i — Zj-i) = 2kD+(ä(wj)D_Zj) 4- 2krj+i

(16c) 4- b'(<dj)zj(wj+i - Wj-i)

4- 2kD+(ajD_Wj) - 2kD+(ojD_zj),

where

(17) o-j(x) = ä(wj(x)) - â(Uj(x)), x 6 X - {0},

and

(18) | ©y |  ^ sup I W I 4- || Zy H«,.
R

First, we choose A and k so small that

A2(l + X_"2)/c2 á * á 1.

Then, using (3), (8) and (15) we find that

(19) || «i|U è ||zi|U èk g 1.

Now, we prove by induction that || 2/ ||«, ^ ft for all sufficiently small A and &

satisfying (3). It follows from (16a) and (19) that the assertion is true for j = 0

andj = 1. Assume that || z¡ \\„ ^ k for all nonnegative integers I ^ j, and we shall

prove that || 2y+i ||«, ^ k.

Putting z* = Zj+t — 2y_i, we form the Z2-inner product of (16c) with 3zy* to

obtain

(20) h+   h=    £ J, ,

where

h = 3(2y*, b(uj)z*),

I2  = — 6fc(2y*, D+(â(Wj)D_Zj)),

Is = 6k(z*, ry+i),

Ii = 3(2y*, b'(®i)Zj{wj+t  —   Wj-i)),

h   = 6k(Zj*, D+((7yD_M)y)),

It   =   — 6fc(2y*, D+((Ty£)_2y)).

It follows immediately from (2) that

(21a) 7i ^ 3M II z* \\2.
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Using (5) and (12) we obtain the relation

I2   =   2fc[|| 2y+i ||y,B 4-   (Zj+l , 2y)y,D  -   || 2y_x ||y,D  -   (Zj , 2y_i)y,o].

If we put

(22) Lj  =  2[|| 2y+1 ||2,c +   (Zj+i , Zj)j,D +   || Zj \\},D],

then

72  =   kLj -  2k[\\ Zj ||y,D -f   (Zj , Zj-l)j,D 4"   || 2y_i ||y,D].

Using (10), (11) and Schwarz's inequality we obtain the estimate

(21b) h ^ kLj - fc(l + kA3)Lj-t,

where

At = 3V-1A1.

Using the generalized Cauchy-Schwarz inequality on 73 we find that

ry+i(21c) | 7s | á e||2y*||24- 9fc2e-11

for any positive number e.

Our induction assumption || z¡ ||«, ^ k ^ 1 and (18) imply that | ©y | g m 4- 1,

where m = supß \w\; hence, if

then

A4 = f    sup    | b'(w)\ sup
|t»ISm+l R

h |   á   2fcA4 || 2y* ||  || Zj

dw

Therefore, by (8)

(21d) I 74 | ^ e || 2y* ||2 + kWf1 || Zj \\l .

Since our induction assumption implies that || My \\„ ^ || w¡ ||«, 4- || z¡ ||„ ^m -f-1,

using (17) we can find a constant Ab > 0, depending only on X+ , supff | dw/dx |,

supft | d2iv/dx21, and

sup    [| a (id) I, | a"(iv) |],
I w I g m+1

such that

|| D+^jD-Wj) || ^ A6|| 2y ||z, ;

hence, for any e > 0, we have the estimate

(21e) | 7, | á «Il zy* ||2 + 9fc2e-^62|| zj \\2D .

Finally, if

As = 3») '    sup    | a'(w) |,
I to I  S m+l

then, using summation by parts and Schwarz's inequality, we find that

(21f) |7a| £ k2At(Lj + Ly_i).
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Now, from (20) and (21) we obtain the estimate

(3m - 3e) II Zj* |!2 4- k(l - kA6)Lj ;g fc(l + ftA7)Ly_i
(22)

+ 9fc2e-1||ry+1||2 + fc2A8e-1||2y||2i,,

where

A7 = A3 + A6   and   A8 = A{ 4- 9A52.

Choose e = p. Then (22) implies that

(23) (1 - kAs)Lj S (1 + kA9)Lj_i + 9kp*\\ »>w II >

where

As = A7 + ii~V% •

We now assume ft is so small that 2fcA6 á 1. Since

(1 - ftAe)-1 ^ exp (2ftA6),

it follows from (23) that

(24) Lj g ea%_! + 9fcM_1|| Ty+i ||2,

where

a = 2A6 + A«.

If ß = g/T^T", then (14) and (24) imply that

Lj Ú eaT[L0 + ß(h2 + ft2)2].

Since L0 = 2|| 21 ||o,d ^ 2rf1A22(h2 + ft2)2, in view of (9) and (15), we obtain

the inequality

(25) \\zj+i\\l  ú   \\zj+i\\2D   Ú  ij_1|| Zj+t HÎ.B  ^  4^Ly  g  A2(A2 + ft2)2,

where

A2 = 8^1ear(A224-^).

Thus, we shall have || 2y+i ||M = ft as soon as

A(\ 4- X_~2)ft g 1,

which finishes the induction step (note that our restrictions on the size of A and ft

are independent of My).

As a result of (25), we have also established the convergence theorem: || 2y ||„ ^

A (A2 + ft2).

An examination of the foregoing proof will show that the convergence theorem

remains valid under the weaker assumption that the conditions in (2) hold only in

some neighborhood of the solution w. This generalization shows, for example, that

the convergence theorem holds when the difference scheme (4) is applied to positive

solutions of

windw/dt = d\v/dx2.
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Finally, we indicate that our results can be extended to equations of the form

i /    ,       dw\ dw       d (  ,    .     s dw\   .     (    ,       dw\
b\X'i'W'al)m=rx\a{x't'w)^) + C\X't'W'dx-)'

where b ^ p. > 0 and a ^ n > 0. We put

ä(x, t v(x)) =
A      v(x) 4- v(x — h)

2'  ' 2

Then the difference scheme becomes m0 = <p,

ui = <p 4- [k/b(x, 0, 0, ^')][(a(x, 0, 4>)4>'Y + /(-ï, 0, 4>, <p')l

and, for 1 ^ j < J

b(x, jk, Uj, D0Uj)(uj+i — My_i)  = 2kD+(â(x,jk,Uj)D_ûj) + 2kf(x,jk, u¡, D0Uj).

The only major change in the convergence proof is that one proves by induction

that || Zj II« ̂  ft and

max | 7)_2y | 5= ft.
x-!0)
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